**Principal Functioning Agents**

Urea, glycerin, polyoxyethylene tallow amine, sulfuric acid.................74.45%
Constituents ineffective as spray adjuvants.................................25.55%
Total.........................................................100.00%

*All ingredients are exempt from the requirements of a tolerance as specified in 40 CFR 180.*
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**Precautionary Statements**

Wash thoroughly after handling. Avoid release to the environment. Wear protective gloves, eye, and face protection. Do not eat, drink, or smoke when using this product. If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water. If in eyes: Rinse continuously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present and easy to do; continue rinsing. Immediately call a poison center or doctor/physician. Take off contaminated clothing and wash before reuse.

**Storage and Disposal**

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.

**Storage:** Store containers upright when not in use and protect against physical damage. Do not freeze. Do not reuse empty containers. Store in a dry place. Store in a closed container. Store away from other materials (alkaline). Store in original container only. Keep container tightly closed. Do not allow water to be introduced to this container. Avoid contact with aluminum, copper, zinc or mild steel containers or surfaces. Do not use or store near open flame.

**Disposal:** Do not reuse empty container. Triple rinse or equivalent during mixing and loading and add rinsate to spray tank. Recycling decontaminated containers is best option for disposal. The Agricultural Container Recycling Council (ACRC) operates the national recycling program. To contact your state and local ACRC recycler, visit www.acrecycle.org. Dispose of contents and container in accordance with local/national regulations.

**Spill:** Collect spillage.
General Information
Flashpoint is a water conditioner and pH modifying adjuvant specifically used as a tank mix additive for glyphosate and other pesticides that are susceptible to antagonism from hard water minerals such as calcium, iron, manganese and other impurities.
Flashpoint prevents hard water mineral antagonism and improves absorption into plants to enhance efficacy on difficult to control weeds.
Flashpoint should be used with spray mixes that are registered for agricultural, horticultural, turf, ornamental, industrial and non-crop use.
Flashpoint will buffer spray mix and enhance the efficacy and speed of pesticide performance in most instances.

First Aid
If in Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If Swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have the person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If Inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

Do not use Flashpoint with sulfonylurea herbicides or other mixtures that cannot tolerate low pH levels.

Directions For Use
Applicator is encouraged to conduct a trial using intended tank mix combinations in advance of large scale applications if no prior experience with this adjuvant. Flashpoint may be applied by ground, CDA, or aerial spray equipment. Do not substitute Flashpoint for water required by pesticide label. Not for aquatic use. In the event of a spill or other emergency, call: CHEMTREC at (800) 424-9300.

Use Rate
Always read and follow adjuvant instructions found on pesticide label before using.

General Use: Ground, CDA, Aerial: Use 2 to 4 quarts per 100 gallons of spray solution.
Water Conditioning: Use 2 to 3 quarts per 100 gallons of spray solution. Rates may be adjusted as water hardness varies.

Note: Flashpoint is not recommended if accompanying tank mix pesticide label prohibits use of acidifying agents.

Mixing
Unless instructed otherwise by pesticide label, fill spray tank one-half full with water and begin agitation. Add Flashpoint and continue agitation. Add pesticides and or fertilizers as directed by product labels. Continue agitation and complete filling of spray tank. Do not mix Flashpoint with undiluted pesticides.

NOTICE: READ CAREFULLY
Limited Warranty and Disclaimer
The Manufacturer warrants only that the chemical composition of this product conforms to the ingredient statement given on the label, and that the product is reasonably suited for the labeled use when applied according to the Directions for Use. Neither Manufacturer or Seller makes any other express or implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, all of which are expressly disclaimed. Any damages arising from a breach of the Manufacturer's warranty shall be limited to direct damages, shall not include indirect or consequential damages such as loss of profits or values, and shall not, in any event, exceed the purchase price of this package of product. This Limited Warranty does not extend to the use of the product inconsistent with the label instructions, warnings or cautions, or use of the product under abnormal conditions such as drought, excessive rainfall or other weather conditions or factors that are beyond the control of the Manufacturer and/or the Seller. Any written or verbal statements or agreements cannot vary the terms of this Limited Warranty and Disclaimer. No employee or agent of the Manufacturer or Seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of this Limited Warranty and Disclaimer in any manner.
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Flashpoint is Manufactured for:
The McGregor Company
P.O. Box 740, Colfax, WA 99111
800-873-8666